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GW emission in CCSN 
Collapse of the core of massive stars (8-100 M☉)
´ Non-rotating progenitors (>99%) (Li et al 2011, Chapman et al 2007)

´ Observable within ~10 kpc (Gossan et al 2015, Powell & Müller 2018)

´ Rare events (~1/ 30 year in our galaxy) (Adams et al 2013)
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GW emission in CCSN 
PNS phase (before explosion):

´ Duration: ~ 0.1 – 1 s

´ PNS mass grows: ~0.5 M☉ à 1.4 – 2 M☉

´ PNS shrinks: ~30 km à ~10 km

´ PNS cools down
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´ The “hammer”: convection, SASI

´ The “bell”: proto-neutron star

´ The “ring”:  PNS normal modes



GW signal
Richers et al 2017

Cerdá-Durán et al 2017

Raynad et al 2021
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Post-bounce PNS oscillations



GW emission from PNS oscillations
3982 A. Torres-Forné et al.

Figure 11. This figure shows the GW signal (upper panels), the corresponding spectrograms (middle panels), and the spectrograms with a selection of modes
overplotted (lower panels) for models s20 (left) and 35OC (right). Solid lines and dashed lines are used to indicate that the calculations were made using GP

and G! , respectively. Note that for model s20 those two lines overlap.

with a higher frequency. The main features can be explained by the
2g1 mode and the 2p1 mode. The f mode and all p modes up to
order 5 are also clearly visible, albeit with lower amplitudes. We
note in particular that our computation of the l = 0 mode is able
to reproduce the characteristic feature of this mode close to black
hole formation, namely that its frequency goes to zero at the onset of
instability (Cerdá-Durán et al. 2013), as predicted by Chandrasekhar
(1964).

In addition to estimating the effect of the definition of G in our
mode comparison, we also test its effect on the expression for the

Brunt–Väisälä frequency. In this work we first perform an angular
average of the simulation data and then we compute the Brunt–
Väisälä frequency as N2 = GB, G and B being the radial component
of the vectors Gi and Bi . Alternatively one can compute N2 = GiBi ,
on the 2D grid of the simulation, and then perform the angular
average to obtain 1D profiles of N2. For the fast-rotating case, the
second procedure takes into account the non-radial components of
Gi and Bi , which are otherwise neglected in the first procedure.
We have computed the eigenmodes using both definitions and the
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q Highly stochastic

Müller et al 2013

Torres-Forné et al 2019

Powell et al 2019

Kawahara et al 2018

q Time evolving 
frequencies         
(g-modes, SASI)



Proto-neutron star oscillations

Multi-dimensional 
numerical simulation

Obergaulinger et al 2013

3982 A. Torres-Forné et al.

Figure 11. This figure shows the GW signal (upper panels), the corresponding spectrograms (middle panels), and the spectrograms with a selection of modes
overplotted (lower panels) for models s20 (left) and 35OC (right). Solid lines and dashed lines are used to indicate that the calculations were made using GP

and G! , respectively. Note that for model s20 those two lines overlap.
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waveform spectrogram
Torres-Forné et al 2019

1D angular 
average

l=2 eigenmodes

Torres-Forné et al 2018
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Proto-neutron star oscillations

Simplified background (TOV, polynomials…)
Reisenegger & Goldreich 1992
Ferrari et al 2003, 2004
Passamonti et al 2005
Krüger et al 2015
Camelio et al 2017
Sotani et al 2017

Background from simulations
Torres-Forné et al 2018, 2019a,b
Morozova et al 2018, Radice et al 2019
Sotani et al 2019a,b
Westernacher-Schneider 2019

GREAT = General Relativistic Eigenmode Analysis Tool
https://www.uv.es/cerdupa/codes/GREAT/

Linear perturbations of a spherical background à eigenvalue problem

GREAT (Torres-Forné et al 2018,2019)
• Background from simulations
• GR formalism including space-time 

perturbations (lapse and conformal 
factor)

• Global treatment (PNS + shock)



Comparison with GWs

2g22g3

2f

3

Which is the dominant mode?

How does it depend on the PNS properties?
PNS Asteroseismology



Types of fluid modes (radial oscillations of non-rotating stars)

p-modes

- Pressure modes (l ≥ 0)
- Restoring force = pressure
- Standing sound waves
- Lamb frequency (L):

- Mode frequency

f ∝ cs ∝ ρ ∝ M / R3

L2 ≈ cs
2 l(l +1)
r2



Types of fluid modes (non-radial oscillations of non-rotating stars)

3

p-modes

- Pressure modes (l ≥ 0)
- Restoring force = pressure
- Standing sound waves
- Lamb frequency (L):

- Mode frequency

f ∝ cs ∝ ρ ∝ M / R3

g-modes

- Gravity modes (l ≥ 1)
- Restoring force = buoyancy
- Brunt-Väisälä frequency (N)

- Mode frequency
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f-mode

- Fundamental mode (l ≥ 2)
- Node-less mode (simple 

case)
- Lowest-order p-mode?

- Mode frequency

L2 ≈ cs
2 l(l +1)
r2

f ∝ cs ∝ ρ ∝ M / R3



Fluid modes - simple star (e.g. cold neutron star)

Cox 1980

Acoustic wave region

Gravity 
wave region
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Cowling 1941 classification…

…



Fluid modes – increasing complexity

Cox 1980

Acoustic 
and gravity 
region may 

overlap

f-mode may 
have nodes

nodes

(f
re
qu
en
cy
)2



Torres-Forné et al 2018b 35OC, 1.3 s post-bounce
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Fluid modes – proto neutron star

How do we classify modes?

What is a f-mode?

How are modes in the 
intermediate frequency 
range?



Avoided crossings

Dimmelmeier et al 2006 Osaki 1975 

Neutron star with increasing rotation Time evolution of a 10 M¤ star

Background changes 
(parametrized)

Mode frequency changes

Modes coincident in 
frequency:

- No interaction                 
à normal crossing

- Weak wave (linear) 
interaction                        
à avoided crossing

- Strong interaction           
à complex frequency 
structure



s20, SFHo EOS 

Open issues – mode classification (Cowling)

Cowling classification 
(Cowling 1941)

• According to the number of nodes

• Problems:
• Eigenfunctions change at 

avoided crossings
• f-mode may disappear

• Used by several authors (e.g. Sotani
et al 2019, Morozova et al 2018 

Torres-Forné et al 2019



Sotani et al 2019 Morozova et al 2018

Open issues – mode classification (Cowling)



Open issues – mode classification (Cowling)

Torres-Forné et al 2019



Open issues – mode classification (ESO)

Torres-Forné et al 2019

ESO classification 
(Eckart 1960, Sculflaire 1974, Osaki 1975)

• According to the number of nodes in 
acoustic/gravity regions

• f-mode always exists 

• Problems:
• Eigenfunctions change at 

avoided crossings

Avoided crossings



Open issues – mode classification (Matching)

Torres-Forné et al 2019

Matching classification 
(Torres-Forné et al 2019)

• Similarity of eigenfunctions

• f-mode always exists 

• Eigenfunctions continuous at 
avoided crossings

• Problems:
• Labelling of modes



Open issues – mode classification (Matching)

Torres-Forné et al 2019



At the shock location 
´ TF et al 2018, 2019a,b
´ Shock is a sonic point

´ Well defined boundary
´ Zero displacement (consistent with 

Rankine-Hugoniot conditions if 
background flow is neglected) (D. 
Tseneklidou’s work)

´ f-mode at 100-500 Hz

At the PNS surface
´ Morozova et al 2018, Radice et al 

2019, Sotani et al 2019a,b …, 
Westernacher-Schneider 2019)

´ DP=0 at fixed density

´ Neglects sound waves outside PNS
´ p-mode frequency depends on PNS 

surface
´ f-mode at higher frequencies 

Morozova at el 2018

Sotani & Sumiyoshi 2021

p-mode  

dominant
g-mode  

r=1011 g/cm3

r=1011 g/cm3

Open issues – boundary conditions



Open issues – multiple families of g-modes?

Torre-Forné et al 2019

g3 mode crosses other g-modes 
(seen by all groups)

Surface vs interior PNS g-modes?



f-mode or g-mode?

Torres-Forné et a 2018b s20, SFHo EOS 

What is the strong feature appearing in spectrograms?
(answer depends on the classification / boundary conditions)

p-modes

g-modes

f-mode

Sotani et al 2020



f-mode or g-mode?

Is it a g-mode?

• Mode confined in the PNS interior       
(region with N2>0)

• Engenfunction shape coincides with a g-
mode in the limit cs2 à∞ (but not with f-
mode shape for N2à0)

• Its frequency does not change with PNS 
surface definition (but it does for p-modes)

2g2 N 2

Sotani & Sumiyoshi 2021



Universal relations
Torres-Forné et al 2019 ´ 26 1D simulations 

´ 2 codes (Alcar-Aenus and CoCoNuT) 

´ 6 EOS (LS220, Gshen-NL3, Hshen, SFHo, BHB-
L, Hshen-L)

´ 8 progenitors (11.2 – 75 M☉)

f (2g2) = b x  + c x2 + d x3

x=MPNS/RPNS2

g-modes scale with PNS 
surface gravity

No dependence on EOS



Universal relations – g or f-mode?

Mode scales with sqrt. of 
mean density Surface gravity and mean 

density correlated

Sotani & Takiwaki 2020



Inference (inverse problem)

observation

Time

M
PN

S 
/ 

R P
N

S2

Inferred PNS 
properties

Fundamental 
relations



Mode extraction

Test GW data:
• Simulations: 8 x 2D 
• Code: Aenus-Alcar
• Progenitors: 11.2-40 M☉
• EOS: LS220 and Gshen

Injections in detector noise:
• Single detector: aLIGO, aVirgo, 

ET or CE.
• Gaussian colored noise

Time-frequency tracking of 
the main ridge

f(t)

Bizouard et al 2020



Inference of surface gravity

For sufficiently close sources we can 
measure the surface gravity only from GW 
data

Errors estimated using the dispersion in the 
universal relations (do not include errors due 
to detector’s noise)

The inference is as good as the model:  
Alcar-Aenus was used for both the 2D 
simulations and to build the universal 
relations (1D simulations).

Bizouard et al 2020

Inferred value

95% confidence interval

True value 
(from simulation)



Inference distance
Bizouard et al 2020

Distance at which mean coverage is 
lower than 95% of noise-only values. 
Optimal source orientation is assumed.   

Bizouard et al 2020



Black hole formation (fast rotation)

bounce BH formation

Cerdá-Durán et al 2017, Torres-Forné et al 2019



Black hole formation (fast rotation)

bounce BH formation

Fundamental quasi-radial mode
BH formation à instability of the
fundamental quasi radial mode à zero
frequency à smoking gun of BH formation

Cerdá-Durán et al 2017, Torres-Forné et al 2019



Bounce signal



Bounce GW signal
´ Only first few ms

´ Only rotating models (zero 
for non-rotating): <1% SNe

´ Main features:
´ Peak with amplitude Dh+

´ Several oscillations with 
frequency fpeak

´ Richers et al catalogue
´ 2D GR simulations

´ 1824 waveforms

´ 18 different EOS

Richers et al 2017

Cerdá-Durán et al 2017



What can we learn from Dh+ and fpeak? 

Kinetic rotational to potential energy ratio 
(measure of rotation) Central density

Extreme rotationFast rotationExtreme rotationFast rotation

Δh
+
∝T / |W | f peak ∝ ρc

Richers et al 2017



Bayesian inference with 

´ Injections in Gaussian colored noise 
´ 3 detector network (2 x aLigo + 

aVirgo)
´ 1000 random injections in the sky with 

D = [0.1,1000] kpc

Pastor et al in prep.



Inferred values



Long term PNS convection



Proto-neutron star convection
• After the explosion, PNS convection emits GWs

• Long-term signal: 10-50 s (PNS cooling timescale)

• Raynaud et al 2020 (arxiv: 2103.12445)

Raynaud et al 2021



Long term evolution of the PNS
• MHD 3D simulations in the anelastic approximation (sound waves filtered)
• MagIC pseudo-spectral code (magic-sph.github.io)

1. 1D background simulation:
- 7 s post-bounce
- PROMETHEOS-VERTEX code
- Energy-dependent 3-neutrino flavour 

transport
- Progenitor: s27.0 of Woosley et al 2002
- EOS: LS220

2. 3D simulation of the convection zone
- Density and temperature of the 

background model at 0.2 and 5 s
- Simple gray neutrino transport: constant flux 

at the base of the convection zone.

Raynaud et al 2021



PNS convection - Gravitational wave signal

t=0.2s 

t=5 s 

PNS oscillations Bo
un

ce
sig

na
l

• Convection layer: 10-50 s
• Convection decays with 

time rapidly in a time-
scale of seconds

Slow rotation:
• Broad spectrum
• f scales with 

overturn 
frequency

Fast rotation:
• Inertial modes
• f scales with 

rotation 
frequency

• Asteroseismology?

Raynaud et al 2021



PNS convection – signature of dynamos?

Raynaud et al 2021

Fast rotation (Ro<<1)à dynamo                        
(magnetar formation?)

• Low frequency m=1 mode

• Scales with Alfvén speed

• Inertial modes disappear

Hydrodynamic phase 
(kinematic amplification)

Dynamo

Raynaud et al 2020

GW spectrogram



Conclusions
´ We need a deep understanding of PNS modes in order to do 

asteroseismology (some steps in the right direction)

´ Several open issues to be solved
´ Classification
´ Boundary conditions
´ Nature of ramp-up mode (f or g-mode?)

´ Future:
´ Rotating stars:

´ Rotation correction to g/f/p-mode frequencies 
´ Inertial modes, relevant at late times.

´ Advection (accreting background)
´ Relation of p-modes and SASI


